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Sabora has been passionate about beauty for well over 15 years. In 20052006 she enrolled into Dudley's Beauty College, which turned into Lashae’s
Beauty Academy and then finally transitioned
into Durham Beauty
Academy from which she graduated with honors.
From 2006-2009, Sabora began her career at V.S.O.P Salon, under the ownership of Mina Fort. Mrs. Fort
was one of her educators who offered a position at her salon while Sabora was still training under her
leadership. After a few years with V.S.O.P, Sabora branched out and continued building her career at The
Dynasty Beauty and Business Salon, under the ownership of Stylz. During her time at the Dynasty, she
gained a wealth of experience to include headlining shows like Women’s Empowerment, servicing
professional athletics, scientists, judges, doctors, and radio personnel. During this same time, I Saborah
worked hard to continue growing and servicing her loyal clients under “Sabora’s Signature”.
In 2009, Sabora was asked by Jonae Porter, the COO (Chief of Operations) of Durham Beauty Academy
to be a part of DBA. She enrolled and graduated from the instructors program with honors and was
awarded for “Most likely to Succeed”. During the training, Sabora was offered a position with the
company and went from a student instructor to the Basic instructor. Shortly after, she promoted to the
Advance Department and Clinic Floor Educator. Not much later, Sabora
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Manager. Even with being a mother of two sons, Sabora still continued servicing her clients' beauty
needs, instructing and managing at Durham Beauty Academy.
IN 2016, Tracee Hester, CEO of Trendy Nailz Institute, made a brief visit to the Durham Beauty Academy.
She confided in Sabora about her intentions to open a Beauty School and inquired about her interest in
teaming up. Because Sabora was very familiar with the operations of beauty schools, she was excited to
join Tracee on her mission.
In 2017, Trendy Nailz Institute was born, where Sabora currently serves as the Director of Education and
Master Educator! Sabora's motto is that she doesn't care much that the world knows about HER, but
she'd rather them know about HE who is within her.

CONTACT

Sabora is a purpose pusher who reminds people that the mindset to help others tag-teamed with your
talent IS your purpose. She encourages people to NEVER lose hope and to NEVER stop believing. She
reminds people that everyday you can CHOOSE to live your DREAM, and she encourages all who meet her
to "stay unique, stay positive, stay true, be kind, be honest, like yourself when you're by yourself, don’t
forget to breathe, know you will make mistakes, know you will be okay, TRUST something bigger than
yourself, and most importantly, don’t forget to LOVE!"

